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My own darling Effie 
        Your letter was received in this mornings mail & how I was delighted to get it.  I shall 
always look for some thing from my darling in that mail & I know that you will not disappoint 
me if you can help it.  I can get along very well when I know that there is no hope of a letter but 
when the time for it comes then I look & look and every mail makes it just so much the harder.  
I used to be so at Baltimore last Spring.  It gradually became almost unendurable & I would 
worry along day after day & yet no letter.  I don’t think I shall ever forget the time I had had no 
letter for ever so long & then I heard indirectly about your paralytic stroke.  It made me half 
frantic.  I remember I wrote you something at the time but of course I couldn’t give you any 
very satisfactory reason for my [ill.] wanting the letters on time & so you had to be left in the 
happy thought that I was an old granny etc etc.  I presume that I am peculiar & whimsical on 
this thing but then I am helpless.  The notion is deep seated & the reason is that I like to count 
upon any happiness & then have it pan out all right.  There is so much in your letter that I want 
to write about that I am afraid I shan’t get to telling you any news & my time here has been 
broken into by a call from a couple of my students already.  As far as my being hurt about what 
you said about Mr. Zerfass on thinking that you & he have or might come to care too much for 
one another & all that, I think I said out last Sunday night.  I hope & believe that I made myself 
plain.  I am by no means so sure as you are that he does not find more than a friendly interest 
in you.  I may be prejudiced but I do not think that any one of any mind whatever could be 
intimately thrown with you for a long time without forming a deep attachment.  Now this isn’t 
taffy.  It is my calm conclusion from the facts.  But I won’t continue this theme because I said all 
I have to say in my last letter.  I should only repeat myself.  I want only to urge you to beware 
lest he may care more for you than you dream & in the end feel deeply hurt unless he knows at 
once of our engagement in case he is disposed to see very much of you.  As for the revelation 
having nothing to do with you I meant at the time & thought that you understood for I distinctly 
recollect it.  I thought that you were hinting that I might tell you that I had thought it a trifle 
improper for you to visit me at Baltimore.  Now I meant that the revelation had nothing to do 
with your character.  I didn’t think anything about it.  I was too delighted to have you there & to 
see you in my charge to think about anything else.  I was sure then that I loved you & began 
even then to watch for signs of any sort from you for I have always believed theoretically that it 
would about kill me for a girl to refuse me & while I believe it is cowardly etc for a man to hope 
to surprise a girls secret I believe that theoretically I could not help wanting some grain of 
encouragement practically. But you sailed as serenely on as tho’ I didn’t exist.  I don’t think I 
ever surprised in you the slightest tenderness except possibly the time I thought I saw your look 
upon the hill that Sunday & barely possibly also on the way home that night from Neuburgh.  Of 
course they have been very recent but in all the time before you were as serene as the most 
proper person could desire.  Then there was a possibility that I was mistaken.  Perhaps this was 
not love.  We had grown up so together that perhaps this feeling was not anything but pure 
friendship & I should sometime feel that feeling that I had never yet known called love.  So I 
determined that it was best all around to keep quiet & I could not feel that there was any 
decency in my speaking anyhow considering my unsettled prospects.  So I kept still.  I was 



however all the time surer & surer of my own feelings.  In fact they were getting so 
obstreperous that I was suffering all the time.  But I think that our falling love has been very 
peculiar.  We have been all the while conscious of enjoying one another from the start.  I can’t 
remember a time from the very first day when you arrived at our house & informally told me to 
drop the handle as you sat at my left at table there I haven’t admired you or sworn by you.  Of 
course then it wasnt love.  I was fond of you in a general sort of way but it wasn’t at all the 
genuine thing as I know it at present.  Now that sort of thing continued.  It was perfect 
frankness on both sides.  We always made up our rows & felt better afterward.  Years rolled 
along.  Yes years for that was as long ago as 1878 or 7 and we stuck together through 
everything.  We had always been upon terms of perfect frankness & had even boasted of this to 
one another.  Now you can see that for us to get out of this & into our true relation at last when 
both of [ill.] us had unknown to the other changed from friendship to the deepest love must 
require a considerable stir.  Of course your course was plain.  There was but one thing you 
could do & you did that admirably.  That was be a woman but I knew that in case it was only 
friendship on your part a single word from me was going to blow that friendship up & end what 
has been to me one of the most delightful episodes in my life.  And so my course was not so 
clear.  A clear eyed outsider must if he had had all the facts of our former intimacy and present 
behavior seen that we were nearing the day light but the old condition could not be changed 
into the new one without a tremendous struggle on both sides.  I think that if we had met in the 
ordinary fashion it would have been easy enough.  It would have been easy enough but every 
thing here conspired to make the thing harder to understand & we should no doubt have gone 
on to death with out ever discussing how we felt, but for my blunt confession.  I almost or quite 
believe this.  Nothing but a plain statement of the case could have ever shown you how I felt.  
You would not take a hint & I shouldn’t have seen even the plainest symptoms which might 
have involuntarily escaped you.  I suppose that every person thinks his love affair was the 
hardest but I don’t quite believe that many couples go on so long loving one another & knowing 
it without finding it out.  I presume that if we could have been together more it would have 
made some difference.  If you will look through that letter which I wrote you & tried to read on 
the hill that Sunday you will understand why I want it torn up & why I hate to have such 
miserable trash kept as a testimony of my unfledged youth.  You will see too why I could not 
possibly read that to you on that day.  But I don’t see as there is any end to this theme.  I 
haven’t gotten any where near all said that there is to be said about it & yet I havent told you a 
thousandth part of all I have [ill.] thought & felt about it.  But I will sign it to be continued & try 
& tell you a little more of the news that will fill up your picture of my surroundings here.  I think 
that you have a wonderful power of constructing pictures from descriptions & shall be very 
much interested when I get you out here to see whether you are astonished much and so 
whether I have given you accurate pictures.  And first of all as to my room.  I scorn the 
suggestion that my furniture is second hand.  Not at all.  It is new & fresh & pretty & very 
comfortable.  My bureau has a plate glass mirror about two feet by one[,] not so very large I will 
admit.  Still it answers for one who never uses a mirror except to shave.  It has a box on either 
side very handy for collars etc and a marble slab[,] three capacious drawers & was brand new.  
My table has a drawer & four legs & a top which is not covered with inlaid billiard cloth & the 
legs are turned & not carved & the retail price of table is $4.50.  I had no idea that I could do so 
well with my money.  I asked him for a rather quiet chamber set.  He showed me one.  He said 



the price was sixty five dollars.  I at once hastened to relieve his mind of the suspicion that I was 
a trillionaire & he then took an interest in the poor-young-man-trying-to-rise in the world sort 
of character he imagined me when I told him the things were for Purdue & we soon sorted out 
the proper articles.  And now I am comfortably settled.  In the huge bay window I have my bed 
& my bathing utensils.  On one side of my marble mantle stands a lardge blackwalnut wardrobe 
which I found in an unused room in this building yesterday.  I dont think it had ever been used 
& is handsome & very useful big double doored concern with an enormous drawer below 
splendid for soiled clothes.  In the center of the room stands my study table with droplight & 
argand burner.  By my side is a rack full of reference books which I may want at any moment.  
Behind me against the wall stands a bookcase which I have just had made.  It is pine & plain but 
strong & holds a lot of books & papers.  Between the windows stands the bureau[,] then I have 
one extra table for papers & floating books & three chairs.  Steam radiator on one side of the 
room & central chandelier with three strong burners — & all the gas I want gratis.  The room is 
very large & I feel very well fixed up.  It is also far away from the madding crowd & I can study & 
grind away without any fear of interruption or disturbance.  I didn’t get fully settled till today 
yesterday but last night I arranged things as they are now & will remain through this year I 
guess.  And now I have got to stop for it is going on nine oclock & I must do considerable 
reading tonight as I have two subjects in my classes to make clear to my students & they are 
not at present very clear to my self.  I don’t think that this letter is very satisfactory for I have 
been interrupted.  It is not what I meant it to be but I wanted to talk with you tonight & I send it 
poor as it is___  And now my darling goodbye.  Have you written to me to day?  I hope so.  I will 
get the letter on Friday night or Saturday morning.  Promise me wont you to try very hard to 
write twice a week.  Goodbye dearest dearest Effie.  Yours ever Harry 
 
P.S. 10:30  Well my darling I have gotten my physiology lesson for tomorrow & the rest of the 
week.  It is on the causes of coagulation of the blood & I guess I shall be the only person in the 
class who understands it in the least.  It is very very unsatisfactory to work men through any 
thing so difficult to see into at all in so short a time as I have for that class[,] only an hour per 
day for a half year.  I spent one half my entire time for an entire year on it at J.H.U.[,] besides 
the things that have drifted in since and I feel just at the threshold of the science.  In my own 
specialty[,] morphology or the structure or distinction from Physiology or the mode of action of 
the organs of animals[,] I feel quite at home and in the classes in that subject I have more time 
& do better in the way of satisfying myself.  Do I bore you when I tell you about the animals we 
study[?]  I hope not for I want you sometime to get to understand many of them some what & 
then you will be the better able to understand & sympathize with my work for I want you to 
have a sort of share in it & some time I am going to teach you how to use the microscope, how 
to draw my figures for me & initiate you generally in to the mysteries of a morphologists work.  
I feel pretty confident that you will enjoy it for there is a certain fascination about it which I am 
sure will take possession of you after you had gotten in into it some.   

I have a lecture now for a while every morning at 10:30 to the Juniors in Zoology but 
somehow I don’t at all object to lecturing & find that my three years grinding at J.H. has not 
been in vain for as I talk the subject seems to grow & grow so that I run my time out & ever so 
much before I am ready to have the hour expire & dont begin to get over the ground.  I hope I 
shall not have to lecture very much though for while I enjoy it very much it takes the time from 



the practical work & the time which the students have for that is all too small at best.  They are 
now studying the lowest forms in the animal kingdoms.  Little microscopic creatures of the 
utmost simplicity & minutest size & yet furnished with all the powers of the most perfect & 
highly evolved animals.  They can move about and they feel impressions.  They take food & 
assimilate it.  They breathe oxygen and they reproduce young like themselves and yet they live 
all this little life upon a glass slide three inches square & under a glass circle[,] the roof of their 
little house five eights of an inch in diameter.  And there in that little space we can watch the 
little protozoon primitive animal day after day & see all his structure and every thing he does.  
And the number of these & variety of shape is almost infinite.  Simplest is amoeba which is a 
mere mass of jelley of no shape in particular but whose shape changes every moment and yet 
from that simple mass of jelley or protoplasm as we call it we try to trace a connected series 
through all the thousand diversified shapes of animals until we reach man himself.  But where 
does the mass of jelley come from with all these powers[,] undeveloped indeed[,] but still all 
these powers of the full grown man wrapped up inside it.  Truly amoeba is a thing of great 
possibilities.  The answer to that whence? is not yet forthcoming.  Some men have tried to 
compound that jelley & they have gotten the jelley but they can’t endow it with life.  The 
ancients had a fable that Prometheus[,] a skillful artizan[,] took clay and fashioned it into the 
shape of a beautiful woman & then stole fire from Jove and gave his clay the breath of life.  The 
chemist[,] like Prometheus[,] has found his jelley but the chemist has never been able to put 
into his baser part the finer portion[,] the living vivifying force.  Perhaps this it is which the Book 
refers to when it says that God formed man of the dust of the earth but breathed into his 
nostrils the breath of life & man became a living soul.  There is a pretty complete chain of 
beings from the lowest inanimate things to the highest intelligence but there are chasms as 
wide as from the infinite to the finite & these have never been bridged yet & in these chasms 
we or the theistic philosopher placed God who made all & who sustains all.  One of the chasms 
is at the beginning of all, another is between the animate & the inanimate, a third it seems to 
me is between man with his higher endowment[,] consciousness of self[,] & the brutes who 
know[,] think & feel but who (it seems) do not know that they know[,] think, & feel.  But I must 
go to bed.  In the morning at 6:30 I start for the slaughterhouse to get some blood for my 
demonstration.  Isnt that a pretty ending__  Good night my darling.  I shall see your face 
watching me the instant I awaken in the morning watching 
           Your loving loving Harry 


